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The TR40 adventure saddle bags are designed in Barcelona and of-
fer a capacity of 32 liters and up to 10 kg of load per bag. The TR40 
adventure saddle bags feature the ‘Double Locking System’ (patent 
pending) which locks the bag to the 4P System �tting and prevents, at 
same time, access to the inside of the bag.  Made from a high abrasion 
resistant material, compliant with REACH and OEKO-
TEX Standard 100 and resistant to 1.500 hours 
of UV exposure. It has reinforced stitches and 
base. The combination of the roll closure of 
the outer and inner bags ensures waterproof-
ness. 

The keys and lock cylinder of the TR40 are 
the latest premium version from SHAD, with 
a system that reduces the chance of theft. And 
a cover that stops dust from entering.  

In addition to ensuring a sportive off-road 
riding, thanks to its low weight and its per-
fectly integration with SHAD 4P System �tting, 
the TR40 saddle bags offer a plus of functionality with its 8 reinforced tiedown spots (per bag) 
which allow to attach extra accessories. The TR40 include a bottle harness and exterior water-

proof pouch that can be installed in any of the MOLLE system.

The set of saddle bags has 6 DURAFLEX cam-
buckles to adjust the bag to the size of the load, in-
creasing driving stability. In addition, all strap ends 
have closures to prevent �apping and loose ends.  It 
also has re�ective details to improve visibility and 
padded carrying handles.

The TR40 has received the ABC Awards 2022, re-
warding its innovative design that focuses on solving 
key aspects for use in adventure motorcycles.

You can see the TR40, as well as the full line of 
SHAD products, online: SHADUSA.com
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